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Scaling of the Resolving Power and Sensitivity
for Planar FAIMS and Mobility-Based
Discrimination in Flow- and Field-Driven
Analyzers

Alexandre A. Shvartsburg and Richard D. Smith
Biological Sciences Division, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington, USA

Continuing development of the technology and applications of field asymmetric waveform ion
mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) calls for better understanding of its limitations and factors that
govern them. While key performance metrics such as resolution and ion transmission have
been calculated for specific cases employing numerical simulations, the underlying physical
trends remained obscure. Here we determine that the resolving power of planar FAIMS scales
as the square root of separation time and sensitivity drops exponentially at the rate controlled
by absolute ion mobility and several instrument parameters. A strong dependence of ion
transmission on mobility severely discriminates against species with higher mobility, presenting
particular problems for analyses of complex mixtures. While the time evolution of resolution and
sensitivity is virtually identical in existing FAIMS systems using gas flow and proposed devices
driven by electric field, the distributions of separation times are not. The inverse correlation
between mobility (and thus diffusion speed) and residence time for ions in field-driven FAIMS
greatly reduces the mobility-based discrimination and provides much more uniform separations.
Under typical operating conditions, the spread of elimination rates for commonly analyzed ions is
reduced from �5 times in flow-driven to 1.6 times in field-driven FAIMS while the difference in
resolving power decreases from �60% to �15%. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2007, 18, 1672–1681)
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Field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spec-
trometry (FAIMS) has emerged as a powerful
new analytical technique [1–20]. All IMS methods

separate ions using their transport in a gas under the
influence of electric field [21]: conventional IMS is based
on absolute ion mobility (K) at particular field intensity
(E) and FAIMS works with the difference between K at
high and low E. So FAIMS is also known as differential
mobility spectrometry (DMS) [11, 12]. The value of K for
all ions increases or decreases at sufficiently high E,
depending on the interaction potentials with gas mole-
cules. As those potentials differ for different ions, the
K(E) function is characteristic of the species and, in
principle, any two could be distinguished by FAIMS.

Separation parameters in FAIMS are largely inde-
pendent of the ion mass/charge state (m/z) ratio, which
renders FAIMS substantially orthogonal to mass spec-
trometry (MS) and makes FAIMS/MS a powerful method
of broad utility. The separation power of FAIMS/MS
could be augmented by coupling to conventional IMS
providing 2-D separations [17, 18] before MS and/or
pre-ionization stages such as liquid or gas chromatog-
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raphy (LC [14, 16, 20] or GC [5, 8, 9]) or capillary
electrophoresis (CE) [10]. The operational simplicity,
small size, and low cost make FAIMS attractive for field
analyses that require rugged, portable, inexpensive
sensors. Recent commercialization of FAIMS technol-
ogy, alone and in conjunction with LC/MS or GC,
has enabled its expansion into proteomics [15–17],
structural biology [13, 18, 19], pharmaceutical analyses
[10, 20], environmental monitoring [4, 14], and security
applications such as detection and classification of fire
sources [8], explosives [9, 11], chemical warfare agents
[9], illicit drugs [9], and bacterial pathogens [12].

Ions in FAIMS are separated using a periodic asym-
metric field ED(t) that comprises short segments of high
E and long segments of low E of opposite polarity such
that the average E is zero but absolute positive and
negative E are unequal [1]. Hypothetical ions with
constant K would oscillate in that field with no separa-
tion. The actual displacements �x during {E � 0} and
{E � 0} do not cancel exactly and ions drift in the
direction of high E when K(high E) � K(low E) and low
E otherwise (Figure 1a). In practice, ED(t) is established
in an analytical gap between two electrodes carrying a
waveform VD(t). Ions injected into the gap would travel
toward either electrode and be neutralized. The velocity

of that motion would depend on K(E) of the ion and
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thus differ for different species. For a particular species,
this drift could be offset by a motion caused by constant
“compensation field” EC due to “compensation volt-
age” (CV) loaded on one of the electrodes [1]. This
brings a subset of ions into equilibrium and allows it to
pass the gap while others are filtered out; scanning CV
reveals the spectrum of ions present.

Numerous ED(t) profiles are possible and several
have been considered in theory and experiment [22].
The ideal rectangular [22] ED(t) with 2:1 ratio of high
and low E is commonly approximated by the waveform
comprising two harmonics with 2:1 frequency ratio:

ED�t� � Emax �f sin�2�wct� � sin�4�wct � � ⁄ 2�� ⁄ �f � 1�
(1)

where Emax is the peak amplitude (“dispersion
field”), wc is the frequency, t is time, and f controls the
ED(t) profile. The value of f � 2 is close to optimum
[22] and has been adopted in systems such as TSQ
Quantum FAIMS/MS (ThermoFisher) [20] and SDP-1
and microAnalyzer DMS (Sionex) [23, 24].

In present FAIMS devices [1], ions are pushed

Figure 1. Fundamentals of FAIMS: (a) trajectory of an ion in the
gap with EC (solid line) and without EC (dashed line), (b)
flow-FAIMS with parabolic profile of ion velocity vL across the
gap, (c) field-FAIMS with uniform vL, (d) increase of resolving
power at longer separation time (Species A that would pass a
shorter analyzer in (a) is filtered out, Species B with a smaller
difference between correct and actual EC still passes but would be
removed in a yet longer FAIMS).
through the gap by gas flow (Figure 1b). An alternative
to that “flow-FAIMS” would be “field-FAIMS” with
electric field (EL) along the gap [25, 26], for example
created by applying a ladder of dc voltages superposed
on VD(t) and/or CV to segmented electrodes (Figure
1c). Such addition of rf waveform to dc voltage gradient
is common in MS and IMS instruments including seg-
mented quadrupoles [27, 28] and ion funnels [29–31].
However, the concept was not implemented for FAIMS,
perhaps because no advantage over the existing flow
approach was apparent.

While FAIMS analyses are based on EC, the ion
oscillation amplitude �x is proportional to K [24].
Hence ions with higher K come closer to electrodes and
are more likely to be destroyed, which reduces the
transmission efficiency (s) through the gap and narrows
the EC range for ion passage. Thus, other factors being
equal, s decreases and resolution improves for ions with
higher K. For example, in planar FAIMS typically
operated at �70–80 Townsend (Td) or E �17–20
kV/cm at temperature (T) of 298 K and pressure (P) of
1 atm, s for xylene�(H2O)n ions exceeds that for
H3O�(H2O)n by �10 times despite a small difference
between their  K values [24].

A balance between sensitivity and resolving power
(R) is inherent in ion filtering methods, including quad-
rupole MS to which FAIMS is often compared [22, 32].
For FAIMS, the balance may be controlled by adjusting
wc or gap width (g) [22], changing the gas [22], or
scaling the frequency or amplitude of a low-frequency
“ripple” [33] added to ED(t). In any case, the balance
depends on K and thus is nonuniform over an ion
mixture. That is critical because mixtures analyzed by
FAIMS often span a broad range of K. In biological
analyses, the difference is by factors of �2.5 for tryptic
peptide ions generated by ESI [34] or MALDI [35], �3
for electrosprayed combinatorial peptide libraries [36],
and �5 for a more diverse set comprising peptide,
nucleotide, and lipid ions extracted from tissues using
MALDI [37, 38]. In security applications, mobilities of
common chemical warfare agents and their environ-
mental degradation products differ by �2 times [39, 40].
So, to detect or quantify all species, R in flow-FAIMS
must be set to get sufficient signal for the ion with
highest K of those possibly present. This decreases
the resolution and specificity for other ions. To limit the
loss of overall peak capacity, one may need to acquire
full CV scans for several R settings (since EC and K are
not related directly). The discrimination in ion transmis-
sion through FAIMS based on K also complicates quan-
tification and, because of FAIMS charge capacity limi-
tations [32], restricts the dynamic range of detection.

With curved electrodes such as coaxial cylinders or
concentric spheres, the field in the gap is inhomoge-
neous [41]. Depending on the  ED(t) polarity and form of
K(E), that causes ions to focus to or defocus away from
the gap median [19, 22, 24, 32, 41], with s respectively
increasing or decreasing (often to zero). Of course, one
chooses the appropriate polarity for ions of interest.

However, focusing also expands the range of EC allow-
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ing ions to be stable in the gap, which broadens FAIMS
peaks. The focusing power depends on the form of K(E)
and thus preferentially increases the signal and de-
creases resolution for some ions [22]. In general (but not
always), the effect is stronger for ions with higher |EC|.
For example, for peptide ions in N2 or 1:1 He/N2,
the |EC| rises in the z � 1, 2, 3 sequence and the
transmission efficiency and peak width in cylindrical
FAIMS increase in parallel [3, 15, 16]. In planar FAIMS,
homogeneous electric field allows no ion focusing and
the K(E) profile affects neither resolution nor sensitivity
[19, 24], but the discrimination based on absolute K
remains.

The ion transmission and peak shapes in flow- and
field-FAIMS were modeled employing molecular dynam-
ics, with results validated by experiment [19, 22, 32, 33].
For example, the predicted increase of FAIMS resolving
power with gap curvature decreasing toward a planar
geometry had guided the development of high-resolution
FAIMS [19]. However, previous studies focused on sin-
gle ion species and did not address mixtures and issues
of ion discrimination. That is done here using mathe-
matical derivations and simulations that establish the
scaling laws for resolution and sensitivity of flow- and
field-planar FAIMS as a function of ion mobility and
separation time. In particular, we show that field-
FAIMS will greatly reduce the mobility-based discrim-
ination, providing far more uniform separations of
complex ion mixtures.

Crucial Distinction Between Separations
in Flow- and Field-FAIMS

The basic difference between flow- and field-FAIMS
stems from different distributions of ion residence time
(tres). In the former, the longitudinal velocity of ions (vL)
equals local gas flow velocity that has a quasi-parabolic
profile across the gap because steady-state boundary
conditions for a gas of finite viscosity require vL � 0 on
electrode surfaces (Figure 1b) [33]. In the latter, a
uniform EL would result in equal vL and tres for all
trajectories of a particular species (ignoring longitudinal
diffusion) (Figure 1c). The profile of tres across the gap is
material because the ion path through FAIMS depends
on EC: an ion passes near the gap median at EC of a peak
apex in CV spectrum and closer to electrodes at EC

corresponding to peak shoulders [33]. Hence, in flow-
FAIMS, ions with EC away from peak centers have
longer tres, which facilitates their elimination by both
diffusion and directed filtering. This effect makes fea-
tures narrower in flow- than in field-FAIMS, but the
difference is only a few percent [33]. Diffusion of ions
along vL produces a distribution of tres around mean
values, but that applies to both cases and does not really
affect that small difference [33].

For mixtures, a far more important distinction is that
in flow-FAIMS all components have equal mean vL and

tres, while in field-FAIMS
tres � L ⁄ vL � L ⁄ �KEL� (2)

where L is the gap length. As longer separation leads to
higher FAIMS resolution [19], the increase of tres at
lower K by eq 2 may offset the decrease of resolution at
fixed tres (Figure 1d). To evaluate the ramifications of
that previously unrecognized aspect for reducing ion
discrimination, we need to establish how the FAIMS
resolution and sensitivity evolve as a function of tres.

Scaling of Resolution and Sensitivity
in Flow-FAIMS

Fundamentals

In planar FAIMS, ions freely diffuse in all directions
until hitting an electrode. The solution of diffusion
equation with zero boundary conditions is [24]:

s � exp��D�2 t ⁄ g2� (3)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient related to mobility
by the Einstein equation

D � kB KT ⁄ q (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and q is the absolute
ion charge. As expected, ions with higher K are elimi-
nated from FAIMS faster. Equation 3 is rigorous only in
the limit of �x/g � 0 approached at high wc, large g, or
small K. In reality, oscillations effectively narrow the
gap and s(t) drops faster than given by eq 3. That was
accounted for [24] by interpreting g in eq 3 as the
effective gap width, ge � g � �x. The value of �x is:

�x �
K�0�

2
�
0

tper

�ED�t��dt (5)

where tper is the ED(t) period. Equation 5 is integrable
for ED(t) of eq 1 with any f, for f � 2:

�x � ��31⁄4 � 3�1⁄4� ⁄ �23⁄2���K�0�Emaxtper

� 0.2336K�0�Emax ⁄ wc (6)

Hence ion transmission through FAIMS decreases
for ions with higher K because of both increasing D and
decreasing ge.

At high E where the ion drift velocity is comparable
to thermal velocities of gas molecules, the diffusion
becomes anisotropic: ions spread faster along E than in
the orthogonal plane [42]. The diffusion along E (i.e.,
perpendicular to FAIMS electrodes) is governed by the
longitudinal diffusion coefficient, DL. Equation 4 is

modified as [32]:
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DL�E ⁄ N� �
kBTLK�E ⁄ N�

q �1 �
� 1n K�E ⁄ N�
d 1n�E ⁄ N� � (7)

Here N is the number density of gas molecules and TL

is the “longitudinal temperature” [32]:

TL�t� 	 T ��1 �
2

2 � M ⁄ m�MK2�0�E2�t�
3kB

(8)

where M is the mass of gas molecule. The contribution
of the second term in eq 7 is normally small both in
absolute sense and compared to that of the second term
of eq 8, and may for now be omitted. The relevant
quantity here is the mean DL over E(t) cycle, so E2(t) in
eq 8 should be replaced by 
E2�t��. For the E(t) of eq 1
with f � 2, one finds 
E2�t�� � 5Emax

2 ⁄ 18 and:


DL� 	 D ��1 �
2

2 � M ⁄ m�5MK3�0�Emax
2

54q
(9)

Hence �DL	 grows as a function of K faster than linearly,
which augments the disproportional elimination of ions
with higher K. For small ions with high K, the effect
may be dramatic. For instance [43], K(0) � 2.9 cm2/
(V 
 s) for 35Cl� in ambient air. In FAIMS operated at
Emax � 25 kV/cm [44], that means 
TL� � 590 K, about
doubling the diffusion speed over that at low E.

While ion transmission through planar FAIMS drops
for longer separations, the resolution improves [19].
Here we define the resolving power as R � EC/w,
where w is the full peak width at half maximum.
Ignoring the diffusion, that was quantified as [24]:

R � KEC tres ⁄ g (10)

where g should also be ge � g � �x. Thus resolution
should increase at higher K, because of both faster
elimination of species with improper EC and greater
amplitude of oscillations that effectively narrows the
gap.

Simulation Procedure

Modeling has employed the established treatment [32].
Earlier simulations involved �102–103 ions [32], pro-
ducing good statistics for high s but not in a low
sensitivity/high-resolution regime when few ions sur-
vived. Here we start with �104–105 ions, yielding
sufficient statistics for s as low as �0.2% (that is perhaps
less than acceptable in practice). Unlike in previous
studies where FAIMS separations were modeled for spe-
cific tres set by the gap length and flow speed [22, 32, 33]
(usually 0.2 s), here simulations go on till all ions are
lost, which may take �1 s. We also extend calculations
to wc � 2.5 MHz, requiring simulations for �3 
 106

cycles versus �1.5 
 105 in previous work. The drastic
increase of computational cost has been offset some-

what by ignoring Coulomb repulsion. Hence present
modeling assumes a modest ion current density, which
is reasonable for planar FAIMS where the lack of ion
focusing precludes high charge density. In the absence
of space charge, all ions move independently and
absolute or relative density of various ion species does
not affect the simulation results. The non-uniformity of
flow velocity in flow-FAIMS, shown to have little
impact [33], was also neglected.

Singly-charged ions are represented by species with
m � 35, 130, 260, and 609 Da and K (in N2 or air at 298
K) of 3.0, 2.18, 1.50, and 0.9 cm2/(V 
 s), respectively.
These properties are close to those of, respectively, Cl�,
leucine (1�), 3,4-benzpyrene (1�), and reserpine (1�)
[22, 43, 45]. The ion mass has only a minor effect
through the parenthetical term in eq 9 that equals
1.7–2.0 for all m � 35 Da. To elicit the dependence of
FAIMS response on absolute K only, we assumed equal
K(E) profiles for all ions, defined by:

K�E� � K�0� � �1 � aE2 � bE4� (11)

where a � 5.43 
 10�6 Td�2 and b � �1.85 
 10�10

Td�4. These values are for (Leucine � H)�, the test case
in preceding FAIMS simulations [19, 22, 32, 33]. The
instrumental parameters were g � 0.2 cm and Emax �
16.5 kV/cm, which were typical for much experimental
and modeling work. Under those conditions, EC � �36
V/cm for all ions [22].

Results

The findings for wc � 210 kHz (used in some FAIMS
systems and most previous modeling) [22, 32, 33] are
presented in Figure 2. In agreement with eq 3, s(t) is an
exponent for all K (Figure 2a). The coefficients A1 in
{Ln(s) � �A1t} are compared with those from eqs 3, 5,
9 in Table 1. At the lowest K � 0.9 cm2/(V 
 s), the
mean DL exceeds D by �5% and A1 given by either eq
4 or eq 9 is close to simulation. For higher K, the
simulated A1 increasingly exceed those by eq 4 but match
those by eq 9 within the uncertainty of modeling (�3%).
Thus eqs 3, 5, 9 allow accurate prediction of ion transmis-
sion through planar FAIMS under various conditions.

As expected, the resolution improves for longer
residence times and higher K (Figure 2b). However, the
R(t) dependences are not linear: the R/t values for all K
are close to those by eq 10 at lowest tres but decrease at
higher tres, falling �50% to 60% short at highest tres

considered (Figure 2c). As eq 3 that incorporates diffu-
sion is apparently correct, the failure of eq 10 must be
due to its neglect. Free diffusion of an initially point-like
ion packet (in one dimension defined by coordinate x) is
governed by [42]:

N1�x, t� �
S

2��Dt
exp

�x2

4Dt
(12)

where S is the total number of ions and NI is their

density, and
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w � 2�Dt 1n 2 (13)

As the separation distance between two analytes is
proportional to tres, the (diffusion-limited) resolving

Figure 2. Time-evolution of transmission efficiency (a) and resolv-
ing power (b)–(d) in planar flow-FAIMS for ions with different
mobilities, at wc � 210 kHz. The vertical axes are on the log scale in
(a), (c) and linear scale in (b), (d). Symbols are from simulations, solid
lines (a), (d) correspond to linear regressions for each K, and dashed
lines (c) are values by eq 10. Data are shown for K [in cm2/(V 
 s)]
of 0.9 (Œ, long dash), 1.5 (□, medium dash), 2.18 (�, short dash), and
3.0 (�, dash-dot). The sensitivity and resolving power scale with
time as the inverse exponent (a) and square root (d), respectively.
power of 1-D separations should scale as tres
1/2. That is
commonly found for both liquid and gas-phase meth-
ods, including conventional IMS or CE where [42, 46]:

R � �qU ⁄ �kbT 1n 2� ⁄ 4 (14)

where U is the drift voltage, or, using eq 4:

R � Eq�Dt ⁄ 1n 2 ⁄ �4kBT� (15)

Simulations (Figure 2d) show that in planar FAIMS, R
for all K also scale with tres

1/2 (after the initial induction
period). This evidences the key role of diffusion: in
essence, FAIMS filters out ions with wrong EC not by
forcing them into an electrode directly, but by acceler-
ating their diffusional loss via bringing them closer to
an electrode. One might expect R to scale as �DLtres	

1/2

given the dimensionality of variables and considering eqs
9 and 15, but the dependence on �DL	 in simulations is
clearly weaker than �DL	1/2 and close to �DL	0.3 (Table 1).

To explore the scaling of resolution and sensitivity in
planar FAIMS further, we have performed simulations
for K of 0.9 and 3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) over wc � 100 kHz–2.5
MHz. This broad range encompasses the values
adopted in all FAIMS systems built to date, e.g., 128–
147 kHz in the first commercial unit by Mine Safety
Appliances Co. (MSA) [47], 167 kHz in the GC-FAIMS
by DTIIGE [9], 750 kHz in Selectra by Ionalytics [1], TSQ
Quantum [20], and the PNNL high-resolution planar
analyzer [19], and 1.2–2.0 MHz in miniaturized planar
FAIMS [24, 48, 49] (the MSA, DTIIGE, Selectra, and TSQ
devices have cylindrical geometries.) In all cases, the
modeled s(t) remains an exponential (Figure 3a) in
excellent agreement with eqs 3, 9 (Table 1). As expected,
the ion transmission drops at higher K, particularly at
low wc values where �x is a significant fraction of g. The
resolving power is proportional to t1/2 at all K but
hardly depends on wc (Figure 3b, Table 1). This is a bit
counterintuitive as raising the amplitude of ion oscilla-
tions in the ED(t) cycle should effectively constrain the
gap and increase R [22]. However, unlike for the
cylindrical geometry, the resolution of planar FAIMS
with a reasonably tight gap depends on its width only
slightly [19] and the data in Figure 3b are consistent
with previous findings [19]. While a priori derivation of
R(t) in the manner of s(t) is left to future work, the
present determination of its scaling with t1/2 and (vir-
tual) independence of wc will prove useful in the
following.

The discrimination against ions with higher K is
apparent at any wc (Figures 2a and 3a) but diminishes at
higher wc because of �x/g decreasing by eq 6: the
spreads of A1 values over the K � 0.9–3.0 cm2/(V 
 s)
range are 18, 7.5, 5.4, and 4.9 times at wc � 100, 210, 750,
and 2500 kHz, respectively (Table 1). In the limit of
infinite wc, the spread of A1 obtained using eqs 3, 5, 9 is
4.8 times. Hence, while raising the waveform frequency
or widening the gap reduces mobility-based discrimi-
nation in FAIMS, it remains severe even in the hypo-

thetical limit of infinite frequency and/or gap width. As
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discussed above, the spread of factors A2 in R � A2t1/2

over the range of K studied is 1.6 times, regardless of wc.

Reduction of Discrimination
Using Field-FAIMS

Time Scaling of Resolution and Sensitivity

The s(t) and R(t) functions in field-FAIMS are identical
to those in flow analyzers, except the t axis for each ion
is rescaled according to eq 2. The resulting curves for
different  K (Figure 4) lie much closer than those in
Figures 2 and 3, evidencing a greatly reduced discrim-
ination. For s(t), the spreads of A1 values over the range
of K � 0.9–3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) decrease by a factor of
3.0/0.9 � 3.3 to 5.5, 2.3, 1.6, and 1.5 times at wc � 100,
210, 750, and 2500 kHz, respectively (Figure 4a and b).
To clarify the origin of remaining discrimination, we
combine eqs 2–4 into:

s � exp��
�2kBTL

qEL g2 � (16)

This expression contains neither D nor K and, had eq 3
been rigorous, no mobility-based discrimination would
have existed. However, as discussed above, the vari-
ables g and T in eq 16 are actually ge and �TL	 that depend
on K, hence ion discrimination in field-FAIMS. The first
factor could be reduced in the same proportion as in
flow-FAIMS by increasing wc and/or g, as shown by
simulations (Figure 4b). In the limit of ge � g, the spread
of A1 decreases to 1.4 times due to �TL	 � T. That factor
cannot be reduced much and sets the minimum ion
discrimination. Nonetheless, compression of the range
of loss rates for common analytes from �5 times in
flow- to �1.5 times in field-FAIMS (at practical wc �750
kHz) would be a major improvement.

The gain in uniformity of resolution provided by
field-FAIMS (Figure 4 c and d) is even greater than that
for sensitivity. The scaling of t axis by eq 2 decreases the
spread of A2 at any wc from 1.6 times to �15%, with the
resolving power now increasing for ions with lower K

Table 1. Coefficients for s(t) � {exp(�A1t) � C} and R(t) � {A2t

wc, kHz 210

K, cm2/(V 
 s) 0.9 1.5 2.18 3.0 0.9

A1, s�1

Simulateda 6.9 14 27 52 8.6
Eqs (3, 4) 6.8 13 22 36 8.4
Eqs (3, 9) 7.1 14 27 52 8.7

Scaling ofb A2

Simulateda 1.0 1.22 1.39 1.59 1.02
as �DL	1/2 1.0 1.37 1.74 2.19 1.0
as �DL	0.3 1.0 1.21 1.39 1.60 1.0

aValues from linear regressions in Figure 2a and d, Figure 3.
bRelative to A2 � 65.3 s�1/2 at K � 0.9 cm2/(V 
 s) and wc � 210 kHz.
(Figure 4d). A variation of R within 15% is close to
typical random uncertainty in FAIMS experiments and
would hardly be noted in practice. For example, R(t)
curves for K � 0.9, 1.50, 2.18, and 3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) could
be fit using a single linear regression with r2 � 0.997
(Figure 4c).

Figure 3. Time-evolution of transmission efficiency (a) and re-
solving power (b) over a range of waveform frequencies: 100 kHz
(solid lines), 150 kHz (long dash), 750 kHz (short dash), and 2.5
MHz (dotted). The vertical axes are on the log scale in (a) and
linear scale in (b). Data are for K � 0.9 cm2/(V 
 s) (thin lines) and

C}

150 750 2500

3.0 0.9 3.0 0.9 3.0 0.9 3.0

8 7.6 72 6.1 33 5.8 28
7 7.3 50 6.0 22 5.8 20
4 7.6 72 6.2 32 6.0 29

1.57 1.02 1.58 1.03 1.64 1.05 1.62
2.19 1.0 2.19 1.0 2.19 1.0 2.19
1.60 1.0 1.60 1.0 1.60 1.0 1.60
1/2 �

100

15
10
15
3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) (thick lines).
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Resolution/Sensitivity Balance

As with other analytical methods, one metric of FAIMS
performance is the balance between resolution and
sensitivity defined by  R/s diagrams [19, 33]. A better
R/s balance, meaning a higher R at equal s for all s, is
generally sought. The R/s curves deduced from Figures
2 and 3 at any wc substantially depend on K (Figure 5).
This may appear to contravene the notion that the value
of K affects the position on R/s curves but not the
curves themselves [33]. That is true when tres is fixed
and R is controlled by other means (e.g., changing the
gap width or waveform frequency) [19, 32], while the
R/s balance in Figure 5 is adjusted by varying tres. As
ions with lower K survive in FAIMS longer, the balance
for them is better. However, real separations are subject
to tres constraints.

The R/s curves for flow- and field-FAIMS are ex-
tracted from sets of R/s graphs by connecting the points
corresponding to equal tres and tres scaled by eq 2,
respectively (Figure 5). At any wc, the curves have
negative slopes (i.e., sensitivity drops with resolution
improving at higher K) for flow-FAIMS but positive
slopes (both R and s decrease at higher K) for field-
FAIMS (Figure 6). The spans of curves for same range of
K are shorter with field- than with flow-FAIMS, espe-

Figure 4. Time-evolution of transmission effic
field-FAIMS, tres set for ions with the lowest K �
to Figures 2 (a), (d) and 3 (a), (b), respectively. T
data.
cially when the former is adjusted for reasonably high
transmission efficiency (��10%) expected in most anal-
yses. This reflects a major reduction of discrimination in
field-FAIMS. In its complete absence, the R/s curves for
field-FAIMS would have collapsed into points on the
curves for flow analyzers at locations set by Kben - the
value of K given by eq 2 for tres of benchmark flow-
FAIMS and chosen EL. Because of residual discrimina-
tion, the curves for field-FAIMS retain a finite span,
with R/s balance worse than that for flow-FAIMS when
K � Kben and better when K � Kben (Figure 6). That is
easy to understand: ions with K � Kben spend longer
time in field- than in flow-FAIMS, allowing a superior
separation performance.

Conclusions

The scaling of resolving power and sensitivity of planar
FAIMS has been determined using a priori derivations
and numerical simulations. The ion transmission de-
cays exponentially; the decay rate, described by the new
formulas in full agreement with simulations, depends
on ion mobility (K), the FAIMS gap width, and the
frequency, profile, and amplitude of asymmetric wave-
form. The resolving power (R) increases as the square root
of residence time (tres) under all conditions tried. These

(a), (b) and resolving power (c), (d) in planar
2/(V 
 s). Panels (a), (c) and (b), (d) are parallel

ne in (c) is the first-order regression through all
iency
0.9 cm
he li
scaling laws allow predicting and optimizing many as-
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pects of FAIMS performance without simulations and
permit their validation when simulations are needed.

Though FAIMS filtering is based on the difference
between K in strong and weak electric field regardless
of absolute K, the sensitivity of planar FAIMS depends
on K. That causes harsh discrimination against ions
with higher K, often up to their total elimination. The
discrimination somewhat diminishes for greater wave-
form frequency (wc) and gap width (g) but remains
severe under any circumstances. This is a major prob-
lem with FAIMS analyses of complex mixtures (such as
proteolytic digests) that typically comprise ions with a
broad range of mobility.

This discrimination could be greatly reduced using
FAIMS with ions propelled through the gap by electric
field. In standard FAIMS employing gas flow to carry
ions, all species have same tres. In field-driven FAIMS,
tres of an ion is proportional to 1/K: species with higher
K pass faster. This largely cancels the effect of K on
transmission at a fixed tres, producing much more
uniform peak width and sensitivity for all ions. For
example, the minimal spread of decay rates for ions
with K in the 0.9 � 3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) range comprising
most relevant species generated by ESI drops from �5
in standard to �1.5 in field-driven planar FAIMS. The
spread of R values is compressed by a similar factor,
from 60% to �15%; maximizing wc and g minimizes

Figure 5. Resolution/sensitivity balance as a function of tres at
wc � 210 kHz (a), 150 kHz (b), (�,’), and 750 kHz (b), (Œ, �);
the s axis is on the log scale. All symbols are as in Figure 2, dashed
lines are third-order regressions through each curve. The solid line
(a) is the R/s graph at fixed tres � 124 ms, obtained as described in
the text.
discrimination.
While the present modeling is for a bisinusoidal
waveform used in most FAIMS systems, the mobility-
based discrimination and its suppression in field-driven
FAIMS are fundamental to differential IMS and would
occur with any waveform profile, including the clipped-
sinusoidal one adopted in some FAIMS analyzers [9, 47]
and new asymmetric waveforms proposed for higher-
order differential IMS (HODIMS) separations [50].

This physics is similarly manifested in drift-tube
(DT) IMS, where tres for an ion is also proportional to
1/K and packets of ions that diffuse faster have less
time to expand. The difference is that the electric field in
DT IMS is normally weak and the diffusion constant is
rigorously proportional to K by eq 4, resulting in exactly
equal R for all K [46]. In FAIMS, the speed of anisotropic
high-field diffusion in a strong field of asymmetric
waveform scales with K more than linearly, while tres is
determined by weak longitudinal field and still scales
as 1/K. The mismatch causes residual discrimination in
field-FAIMS. This also happens in high-field DT IMS
where R depends on K and eqs 14, 15 are modified [51].

Compared to a flow-driven FAIMS, a field-driven
device is obviously a greater technical challenge from
both mechanical and electrical viewpoints. So it is
hardly surprising that, absent expected performance
benefits, one has not yet been constructed. A major
suppression of mobility-based discrimination revealed
here is a substantial potential advantage of field-driven
FAIMS. It will be particularly important for global
separations of diverse samples, such as in proteomic
and metabolomic discovery, but would also be of value
for targeted analyses when the desired species has
higher mobility than the interference or chemical noise
in same CV range. Conversely, analyses where the
target has a lower mobility than the “co-eluting” inter-

Figure 6. Resolution/sensitivity diagrams for flow-FAIMS (lines)
and field-FAIMS (symbols) at wc � 210 kHz; the s axis is on the log
scale. Data are for tres � 76 ms (solid lines, Œ, □, �, �), 124 ms (long
dash, , , , ), 224 ms (short dash, �, �), and 348 ms (dotted line
and , ). In field-FAIMS, Kben values are 0.9 (Œ, , �, ), 1.5 (□, ,
�, ), 2.18 (�, ), and 3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) (�, ). The comparison of R/s
balances for field- and flow-FAIMS is illustrated for {Kben � 2.18
cm2/(V 
 s), tres � 76 ms}: the balance in field-FAIMS is better for
ions with K � 0.9 and 1.5 cm2/(V 
 s) (in the solid box) and worse

for K � 3.0 cm2/(V 
 s) (in the dashed box).
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ference may benefit from discrimination in flow-
FAIMS. Thus either flow- or field-FAIMS may be best
for targeted applications, depending on the relative
mobilities of target and interfering ions.

The mechanical package of field-FAIMS may still be
operated as a flow-FAIMS, allowing rapid flexible
switching between the two modes. The field- and flow-
drives could also be combined in any proportion for
optimum results, including in a data-dependent manner.
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